ABSTRACT THE PROBLEM investigated here is the plastic bifurcation of an initially flat circular plate held frictionlessly between a blankholder and a die and deformed by a spherically shaped punch. In view of the large deviations of the prebifurcation solution from proportional loading, a recently developed phenomenological corner theory has been employed and an appropriate bifurcation criterion has been developed. The effects of geometry and material properties on the onset of the (nonaxisymmetric) plastic instability have been investigated using a numerical solution of the resulting equations based on the finite element method.
INTRODUCTION AN INTERESTING plastic instability
phenomenon, which, in spite of its practical importance in sheet metal forming applications, has received very little attention so far (to the best of the author's knowledge) is the so-called "puckering" phenomenon.
The earliest reference to this problem in the literature appears to be in the book by DEVONS (1941) where puckering is defined as the waviness formed in that part of the wall of a drawn shape that has already passed over the radius of the die (as opposed to wrinkling which is the term used for the formation of corrugations in the part of the blank which has not yet passed over the radius). A typical example of puckers in the wall of an almost hemispherical mild steel cup is shown in Fig. 1 . The specific problem to be investigated here is the plastic bifurcation of an initially flat circular plate held frictionlessly between a blankholder and a die and deformed by a spherically shaped punch as shown in Fig. 2 . Since material can flow inwards from the outer flange to the cup's wall, compressive hoop stresses are developed at the contact free part of the shell, which, upon attaining a critical level, induce a nonaxisymmetric bifurcation. As noted by DEVONS (1941) and subsequently reemphasized by SHILKRUT (1983) , the less the friction on the flange the more prone the structure is to buckling, in view of the developed higher compressive hoop stresses. Hence in order to examine the most unfavorable situation, the contact between the flange and the blankholder/die assembly is assumed perfectly smooth. For simplicity, the punch is also taken to be in frictionless contact with the shell.
In addition to practical importance, the problem at hand has the following theoretically interesting feature. In view of its particular geometry, severe deviations from proportional loading exist in the (axisymmetric) prebifurcation solution. These deviations are the highest in exactly that part of the shell where the bifurcation eigenmode's amplitudes are expected to be maximal, i.e. in the contact free part of the structure.
For reasonable plasticity models, the stability analysis of HILL (1958) requires modifications, in view of the violation of the total loading condition in the prebifurcation state, and thus a suitable stability criterion has to be developed. Following some recent work by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS ( I983), an appropriate bifurcation functional (similar to that of HILL (1958) but using the current incremental moduli instead of the hypoelastic comparison ones) is employed in order to provide a lower bound for the first critical load.
Due to the anticipated large deviations from proportional loading in the prebifurcation solution, a phenomenological corner theory of plasticity due to CHRISTONERSEN and HUTCHINSON (1979) , capable of modeling the gradual stiffening of the incremental moduli as a material's loading path drifts away from proportional loading, is adopted. Classical finite strain generalizations of the ,I2 deformation and the J, flow theories of plasticity can be obtained as special subcases of the aforementioned theory. by suitably modifying the vertex characteristics of the model. The predictions of the deformation theory for the onset of puckering are compared and contrasted with results from corner type models all sharing the same uniaxinl stress-strain curve and plastic anisotropy but having different vertex characteristics. In addition, the effects of punch curvature, drawing ratio (i.e. the ratio of the initial plate radius over the die aperture radius) initial plate thickness as well as material properties are also investigated (in particular, strain hardening and transverse plastic anisotropy). The effect of these parameters on the shape of the critical cigenmode, i.e. the numhcr of puckers at bifurcation, is also explored.
PKERIFURC'ATION SOLU IION
Consider an initially flat circular disc of uniform thickness h and radius R,. The plalc is held between a die block of aperture radius R., and a blankholder of aperture radius ;. 1. Puckers in a mild steel hemispherical deep drawn cup. Courtesy of Dr. S. K. Samanta, Ford Motor Co., S.R.L., Dearborn, MI.
R, + R, where R, is the cross sectional radius of the die's throat as depicted in Fig. 2 . A punch with a cylindrical base of radius R,, carrying a spherical head of radius R,, pushes the plate from its initial (flat) stress free configuration, shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2 , into a deformed shape, indicated by solid lines on the same figure. Moreover H denotes the total punch displacement from the unloaded configuration while the "punch angle", defined to be 4 = sin -i (RA/RP), is indicative of the "sharpness" of the punch ; for 4 = 7r/2 complete hemispherical cups can be drawn (at least in principle) while for lesser values of the angle 4, spherical sector cups of weaker curvatures can be formed.
The contact between the plate and the punch as well as the contact between the plate and the die/blankholder assembly is considered to be frictionless. In addition it will be assumed that the disc's thickness is considerably smaller than the minimum possible radius of curvature of the resulting deformed shell, i.e. h << R, in order to justify the use of the membrane approximation for the prebifurcation solution of the problem. This assumption simplifies considerably not only the prebifurcation analysis but even more so the formulas for the bifurcation functional, as will be seen in the next section.
A full Lagrangian description for the equilibrium equations of the axisymmetric membrane is adopted here with the initial stress free configuration taken to be the reference one. If u and w are the horizontal and vertical displacements respectively of a material point initially at a distance r from the plate's center, the internal virtual work can be written as? Using simple geometrical considerations, the radial and circumferential stretch ratios 2, and & can be expressed in terms of the displacements u and w as follows 1, = ((1 +du/dr)' +(dw/dr12)"', 2, = f/r = 1 +u/r, (2.4) with r the current distance of the material point r from the symmetry axis.
The external virtual work due to the frictionless contact between the punch and the membrane is taken to be 
Note that in (2.5) and (2.7) H(x) designates the Heaviside function {defined as H(x) = 0 for x < 0, H(x) = 1 for x >, 0). The above assumption for the external virtual work terms corresponds to a Winkler type foundation, for the punch and die surfaces, where the normal force per unit (reference) area is linearly proportional to the penetration
For adequately high values of the c'foundation constant" k the punch and die surfaces will behave almost rigidly. The advantage of this type of formulation, usually called a penalty type of formulation in the literature, apart from its realistic physical interpretation (in reality no contact can ever be perfectly rigid ; there is always a small amount of elastic deformation involved) simplifies considerably the resulting numerical calculations. Since the method decides automatically which part of the membrane is in contact with the rigid surfaces, it avoids complicated iteration schemes usually employed in similar analyses of sheet metal forming processes (see for example CHti (1980) and it will form the basis for the subsequent numerical analysis of the problem. Next, attention is focused on the choice of a proper ~onstitutive law. In this study the corner theory of CHRISTOFFERSEN and HUTCHINSON (1979) (HECKEK, 1976) ). The significance of vertex formation for the bifurcation of solids in the plastic range has long been appreciated and deformation type theories of plasticity have successfully been used repeatedly in the past for plastic buckling calculations (for an extended discussion on the subject the interested reader is referred to HUTCHINSO~~ (1973, 1974) ). In the problem at hand, however, a simpler deformation type theory of plasticity (as a model for a vertex material) would be unacceptable even for the onset of plastic buckling calculations, in view of the significant deviations of the structure from proportional loading in the prebifurcation branch of the solution. As will be seen in the numerical calculations to follow, in the unsupported part of the plate (between the punch and the die) where the bifurcation eigenmode's amplitude will be maximal, some material points might even undergo elastic unloading prior to the onset of plastic buckling. In such cases the corner theory of Christoffersen and Hutchinson is an attractive alternative and has been successfully used in the past on several applications (see for example TVERGAARD, NEEDLEMAN and Lo, 1981; TRIANTAFYLLIDIS, NEEDLEMAN and TVERGAARD, 1982; TVERGAARD, 1982) . An additional feature of this corner theory is the smooth dependence of the incremental moduli (or compliances) on the strain (or stress) rates which makes its use particularly attractive in bifurcation calculations where elastic unloading is present in part of the prebifurcation solution (see TVERGAARD (1982) ), as it is the case at hand.
In the corner theory employed here the instantaneous moduli in the forward loading cone are chosen to be the moduli of a deformation theory of plasticity, appropriately modified for large strains, that takes into account the transverse anisotropy of the sheet. The aforementioned deformation theory was also used by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and NEEDLEMAN (1980) in the wrinkling studies of the Swift cup test and the reader is referred therein for further details. For increased deviations from proportional loading the moduli stiffen monotonically until they reach the values of the linearly elastic moduli for stress rates directed inside the loading cone.
For the deformation theory model of an anisotropic elasto-plastic material, the plastic compliance tensor C (relating the plastic part of the strain rate tensor to the Jaumann rate of the Kirchhoff stress tensor) is found to be
where z is the Kirchhoff stress tensorf and 7e the equivalent stress for the material given by the following expression z,z = 24 ZE
in the case of a transversely plastically anisotopic material, with anisotropy ratio R, under plane stress conditions. The uniaxial behavior of the material will be taken to be a piecewise power law in which case the secant and tangent moduli E, and E, will be ? Here and subsequently, Latin indices range from 1 to 3 while Greek ones range from 1 to 2. The standard summation conventions of the tensor calculus are also adopted.
$ The constitutive equations employed here are formulated in terms of the Kirchhoff instead of the Cauchy stresses in view of the resulting symmetries in the incremental mod& The difference of the two stress measures, due to elastic compressibility, is negligible in plasticity problems.
respectively given by the expressions
Es'm for or f 7,,
where E is the Young's modulus, m the hardening exponent and CJ~ the yield stress of the uniaxial stress-strain curve. The forward loading cone axis, in stress rate space, is taken to be 1," = Zij/(~mnCmltlS7rs)l/2.
(2.14)
An angular measure 0 of the deviation of the stress rate direction relative to the above introduced axis is defined by
where 7 is the Jaumann rate of the Kirchhoff stress. The stress rate potential at the vertex is
where M is the well known tensor of linear elastic compliances with Cartesian components the second equality in parentheses being an obvious consequence of the homogeneity of degree two of W in terms of T. One can show that in this case (2.19) can always be inverted due to the convexity of Wt, in order to give the stress rate in terms of the strain rate. The tensor of incremental moduli L is the inverse of the compliance tensor (:'W/?% 37. Denoting by Lcijkr' the physical components of L and using the plant stress approximation, the constitutive equations take the form
with the physical components of the strain rate tensor given by B <ii> = &I&, &22> = &I&,
(2.21)
The constitutive equation for the material in conjunction with the rate form of the equilibrium equation (2.9) will furnish the prebifurcation solution of the problem via a f.e.m. technique, as will be described in the appropriate section.
BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

Gene& formulation
As mentioned in the introduction, HILL'S (1958) theory for bifurcation and uniqueness requires modification for the problem at hand in view of the nonapplicability of the hypoelastic comparison solid concept due to the presence of strong deviations from proportional loading in the principal branch of the solution. Consequently, the appropriate bifurcation criterion for corner type theories of plasticity under quite general prebifurcation conditions will be outlined here. For more details on this subject the interested reader is referred to some recent work by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS (1983) . Consider a body occupying a volume V and bounded by a surface Z V in the reference configuration.
Material points are identified by a set of convected coordinates xi and a full Lagrangian formulation of the field equations is adopted. Moreover, a quantity surmounted by a dot (') denotes the corresponding derivative with respect to some monotonically increasing parameter, also termed the "time-like parameter", while a quantity followed by a comma (,) indicates covariant differentiation with respect to the reference metric.
The prebifurcation state of the body can be completely specified as a function of the time-like parameter, say 1, and all quantities associated with the principal branch of the solution are labeled by a superscript or subscript zero. The fundamental solution starts at /. = 0 and is associated with monotonically increasing R. In the specific application treated in this work, ;1 is identified with the punch displacement parameter H. Suppose that at some stage of deformation, characterized by i, the displacements u(i) the (Kirchhoff) stresses z(n), and any state variable that might be involved in the constitutive theory used, as well as their corresponding rates u(A), <(lb), etc. are known and equal to the corresponding quantities evaluated on the principal branch. An increment Ai in 1, produces the following displacement and stress increment in the aforementioned field quantities The surface term in (3.3) vanishes since, on the boundary, ?' = 0 on that part of the surface where the traction vector T' is prescribed and Ci = 0 on the part of the surface with given displacements.
An additional relation between pi and fij will be provided from the constitutive law as follows. By taking rates in (2.19) and subsequently applying the difference (") operator one obtains (using also the homogeneity of degree two of W with respect to 7) (3.5)
The convexity of W as a function of &'j assures the invertibility of the positive definite fourth rank tensor a2 W/8 & as discussed in the previous section and thus (3.5) yields with where gii are the contravariant components of the current metric tensor. It must be remarked here that the incremental moduli tensor Lo is constructed in such a fashion as to share the same indicial symmetries as its inverse (a" W/8 d"z),; consequently, the same symmetries will be inherited by Zo, as a simple inspection of (3.6) shows. Substituting (3.6) into the right hand side of (3.3), the following bifurcation functional, quadratic in 6, is defined : where ui') is subjected to the boundary conditions ui" = 0 on the part of 8V with prescribed displacements. It should be noted that the bifurcation functional F used here differs from the classical one of HILL (1958) in that the incremental moduli are not those of the linear comparison solid but the actual ones evaluated at the principal branch of the solution. For prebifurcation paths satisfying total loading the two functionals coincide as expected. The functional (3.7) has also been used by TVERGAARD (1982) to provide an upper bound for the critical load in his cylinder buckling problem while in this case, it is employed in the search for a lower bound for the first bifurcation.
Problem formulation
Here, for simplicity, the current configuration will be taken to coincide with the reference one. The convected coordinates to be used are x1 = ir, x2 = 8, x3 = Z where z is the current distance of a material point from the shell's reference surface (taken to be the deformed configuration of the middle surface in the stress free state) while r, Bare the polar coordinatest of a material point in the unloaded configuration of the aforementioned surface. In addition, the classical Kirchhoff-Love shell theory approximations are invoked. From the plane stress assumption ti3 = 0, one deduces (3.9) with the plane stress incremental moduli &, given in terms of _CPO in (3.6) by Consequently, the bifurcation functional F in (3.7) assumes the form (3.11)
Note that the covariant differentiations appearing in (3.11) are to be considered with f The polar coordinate Bis not to be confused with the angular measure B of the deviation of the strain rate from proportional loading, introduced in (2.15). respect to the three dimensional metric. Further simplifications due to the axisymmetry of the reference configuration are possible and work as follows. The covariant components of the current metric tensor for a material point r, fI, _5can be found from simple geometrical considerations to be where i, is the stretch ratio in the radial direction of a point on the shell's reference surface given by (2.4), k;? and ll:@ are the principal curvatures of the same surface along the radial and tangential directions respectively while C$ is the angle formed between the outward normal to the aforementioned surface and the shell's axis. From elementary kinematics for the axisymmetric surface, one obtains iii(X1, x2, x3) = q(x", x2)+x3 2$x1, x2), Direct use of (3.18) in (3.15) and substitution of the resulting formulas into the bifurcation functional (3.11) results in an extremely cumbersome expression. Thus, at this stage, it is additionally assumed that the shell's minimum radius of curvature is much larger than its thickness, i.e. lKIFl << 1, JK~z( << 1 and that the prebifurcation state is a membrane state, i.e. the F(thickness) dependence of the incremental moduli as well as the stresses is negligible. Under these conditions the bifurcation functional F assumes the form +,Ct*[(g + &Er*)($ +,U cos $+W sin 4) 
die (F E r + u(r) > R, + RT)
while the edge r = R, remains traction free. The boundary conditions qt the apex r = 0 will be discussed later.
Any admissible functions U(r, @), is(r, f3), k(r, 0) can be put in the form ii@, 6) = f [u:(r) cos (n0) -I-u,(r) sin (no)],
Ij(r,@) = f [u&-f cos (~#)~~~(r) sin (n@],
II=0
'/li(r, 0) = f [w:(r) cos (&I) 4-w,(r) sin (n@]
FL=0
(3.21)
Upon substitution of (3.21) into the bifurcation functional in (3.19) one obtains At this point, it should be remarked that, in the formulation of the bifurcation functional F, the contact effects on the punch as well as on the die throat have been ignored. In reality assuming a Winkler type foundation the contact areas will depend on the unknown eigenmode, thus rendering the eigenvalue problem a nonlinear one. The functional F, in (3.23) will therefore provide a lower bound for the critical height H,. An upper bound will be found if F, is augmented by the contact term kg2
where k is the "foundation constant" (see (2.5), (2.7)).
NUMERICAL METHOD AND RESULTS
Finite element method
The finite element method has been employed in order to evaluate the prebifurcation solution of the structure as well as the critical height H,(n) corresponding to a given wave number n.
The basis for the solution algorithm for the principal branch is the incremental virtual work formulation derived from (2.9), namely It can be seen that in the strain-displacement equations (2.3) and (2.4) (see also (2.6), (2.8)), only spatial derivatives up to first order of the total displacement components u(r) and w(r) are involved. Thus piecewise continuous (Co) shape functions will be employed here. Higher order shape functions cannot be used in this case in view of the anticipated slope discontinuities at the points of the loss of contact between the membrane and the punch or the die throat. Consequently the displacements u(r) and w(r) are linearly interpolated within each element. Due to the expected rapid variations of the stress field as well as the loading direction angle 8 in the neighborhood of the die throat, a power law type of refinement in the mesh has been adopted, namely where r, is the new (refined) coordinate and r0 the one corresponding to a uniform subdivision of the interval [0, R, + 2(a-1) AQ The mesh refinement exponent is denoted by cc(a > 1) and the refined zone of the plate extends by Al on each side of the circle with radius R, + R,. In all of the calculations reported here a = 2 and Al = 3R,. Some calculations were repeated with Al = 5R, and (x = 3 with the number of elements kept fixed, but no appreciable difference in the results was observed.
An incremental Newton-Raphson algorithm based on (4.1) has been adopted for the principal solution. In the case where the material is isotropic (transverse anisotropy ratio R = 1) and the loading angle 8 lies within the forward loading cone, the constitutive equation employed here is a path independent one (since the principal axes of stretch are fixed with respect to the material-see ST~REN and RICE (1975) for details) and steps of the order of the thickness AH = 2h or 4h were found adequate for the convergence of the method with usually three or four iterations per load increment AH. For the path dependent cases the step size used was much smaller, AH = O.lh, but in this case, only one iteration per step was required. The choice of the step size in the latter case was dictated by an 0( 10P ") accuracy requirement on the stresses. To avoid numerical problems at the beginning of the loading process, a slightly deformed stress free shape of the membrane was considered. More specifically, in the stress free state the initial vertical deviation w,,(r) of a material point r from the planar reference configuration is given by w0 = (R~-r2)'iZ-Rp+H0 for 0 < r CR, sin fiO,
where Ho is the distance of the apex of the membrane from the flat configuration and 2p0 is the angle of contact between the punch and the membrane. The relation between Ho and ,& is found from simple geometrical considerations to be
H, = R,+RT+((RA+RT) sin /A-(R,+R&/cos &,. (4.4)
In the calculations reported here, PO was taken to be /&, = 0.035 rad. Some calculations have been repeated with &, = 0.02 and PO = 0.05 rad but no difference in the final stresses and critical punch displacements was observed. The punch stiffness parameter k was taken to be kh/E = 0.05.7 It was found in this case that the penetration distances d, and d, (see (2.6) and (2.8)) never exceeded lO--'h. Finally, the number of elements used in the calculations reported here depended on the initial radius of the plate R,. The interval [0, R, + 2(a -1) AI] was divided into equal subintervals of constant size Ar. Most of the calculations were performed with Ar = O.O25R, although no significant difference in the results was observed from the case when a mesh with Ar = O.O5R, was used.
In order to find the critical height H,(n) for a given wave number n the positive definiteness of the functional F, in (3.23) is examined at every step of the deformation process as the punch displacement H increases. A finite element discretization of F, is employed using linear interpolation for fi and *v within each element and a hermitian one for &. The resulting discretized stiffness matrix, say K, is subsequently decomposed using a modified Choelesky decomposition K = LDU, with L a lower triangular matrix, U = Lr and D a diagonal matrix. Positive definiteness of K is lost as soon as an entry of D becomes negative. The results from the finite element calculations are reported below.
Numerical results
The first issue to be addressed is the influence of the "drawing ratio" RJR, on the shape of the first eigenmode, i.e. the relation between RJR, and the critical wavenumber n,, corresponding to the critical punch displacement H, (see section 3 for the pertaining definition). The dependence of n, on RL/RA$ is depicted in Fig. 3 . The corresponding calculations are performed for a transversely isotropic elastic-plastic material (R = l), with hardening exponent m = 4, total loading and elastic unloading cone angles 8, = 7-c/2 and 8, = rc respectively, for a punch angle 4 = 7113 and an initial plate thickness h = O.OlR,. The results show that the critical wavenumber increases with increasing drawing ratio and Fig. 3 is also a typical representative of all the n,-(RL/RA) curves obtained from the calculations reported subsequently. The trend for high values of the critical wavenumber is consistent with experimental evidence in puckering phenomena where a high number of circumferential ripples is observed on the unsupported part of the cup's wall as for example in SHILKRUT (1983) and the mild steel tests reported in the introduction (see Fig. 1 ). The trend for higher n, as RJR, increases can be explained from the observation that at bifurcation the width of the contact free annular zone of the plate decreases with increasing drawing ratio in view of the higher H,. Since the characteristic wavelength in the circumferential direction is expected to be of the same order of magnitude as the one in the radial direction the resulting high value for n, can then be easily understood.
tA higher and a lower value for k have also been employed (kh/E = 0.02 and 0.1) but produced no appreciable difference in the resulting prebifurcation displacement and stress fields. $ For some values ofRJR, more than one critical wavenumbers nC are numerically found to correspond to approximately the same critical height H,. The question, whether these eigenmodes are nearly or exactly simultaneous cannot, unfortunately, be provided by an approximate numerical method. localization in the principal (axisymmetric) solution precedes the onset of a nonaxisymmetric bifurcation. It is found that for a given material and initial plate geometry the critical height increases with increasing punch curvature. An explanation of this behaviour can be attributed to the fact that for a given punch displacement the compressive hoop stresses near the die throat are higher for the blunter punch and thus bifurcation for this case will precede the bifurcation for the sharper punch.
The effects of the plate's initial thickness on the critical punch displacement are investigated subsequently. Figure 5 depicts the relation between the nondimensionalized critical punch height HJR, vs the drawing ratio R,/R, for a material with the same constitutive equation as in the previous calculations and for a punch angle CJ~ = 43. As expected the critical punch displacement increases significantly with increasing plate thickness (in view of the resulting increase of the plate's bending stiffness). Note that for h/R, = 0.02, 0.015 the cup can be fully drawn without puckering for drawing ratios higher than approximately RJR, = 1.8 and 2.1 respectively, while for h/R, = 0.01 localization in the axisymmetric solutions occurs for RJR, > 2.2 approximately.
The influence of material hardening on the critical punch displacement is examined in Fig. 6 for a transversely isotropic material with R = 1, 8, = n/2, 0, = TC and for hardening exponents m = 2, 4, 10. The plate's initial thickness h = O.OlR, and the punch angle C$ = 7-43. The apparent paradox in Fig. 6 , where the softer the material is (i.e. the higher m), the more stable the plate becomes against puckering (i.e. H, increases), can be understood if one observes that, for a given plate geometry and punch height, the compressive hoop stresses are higher for the harder material.
All the aforementioned calculations were performed for a material with a forward loading cone angle B. = n/2 and, as the calculations show, the loading angle 0 never exceeds Bo, thus making the above bifurcation calculations Jz deformation theory of plasticity calculations, with a path independent principal branch. The effects of using a path dependent corner type theory of plasticity in the calculations and the influence of the violation of the total loading condition in the principal branch of the solution, i.e. 8 > 0, are investigated in the following.
In Fig. 7 is depicted the spatial variation of the loading direction angle H for two materials having the same uniaxial stress-strain h/R, = 0.01, a punch angle $I = 7113 and aspect ratio RJR, = 2.2. As expected, in the contact free part of the plate (represented in dashed line in Fig. 7 ) material points undergo considerable deviations from proportional loading (6, = 0 corresponds to proportional loading). Note that the spatial distribution of 8 depends strongly on the corner characteristics of the material; the smaller the total loading cone, the higher the maximum value of 8. The significant influence of the corner characteristics of the material on the prebifurcation solution and mainly on the loading direction angle 0 will have a strong effect on the bifurcation calculations.
In Fig. 8 the nondimensionalized critical height HJR, is plotted as a function of the drawing ratio RJR,, for the two different materials employed in the calculations in Fig. 7 . As expected, in view of the use of the current incremental moduli (evaluated on the principal branch of the solution) in the bifurcation functional (see (3.7) and also (3.23)) for a given plate and punch geometry bifurcation always occurs first in the plate with 6, = z/4, 0, = 37~14 in view of the smaller (as compared with the do = 0,0, = 37c/4 case) instantaneous moduli. In all the above calculations the material is taken to be transversely isotropic (R = 1). Some of the calculations (more specifically the ones in Figs. 3 and 8) were repeated for R values 0.5, 1.5 and 2.0 without any significant difference in the results (differences in HJR, are of the order of a few percent). This result is very similar in nature to the calculations of the effect of plastic anisotropy on flange wrinkling performed by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and NEEDLEMAN (1980) where the transverse plastic anisotropy effect on the flange wrinkling was negligible in the case of a laterally unsupported flange. Finally, in order to take into account the lateral constraint effects for the bifurcation eigenmode due to the presence of the punch and die throat, some of the calculations were repeated by modeling the contact areas as Winkler foundations in the way described at the end of Section 3. The differences found in HJR,, were less than 10%. At any rate the results presented here are lower bounds for the critical punch displacements with rather small differences from the upper bounds found from the aforementioned calculations.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preceding analysis of the puckering instability in the hemispherical cup test shows the following trends on the main geometrical and material parameters governing this phenomenon.
The critical height of the punch is an increasing function of the drawing ratio and thus a larger flange has a delaying effect on the puckering instability. This is exactly the opposite of what happens in the wrinkling case of a flat flange (see TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and NEEDLEMAN, 1980) where the wider the flange the earlier the plastic bifurcation occurs. Contrary to what one might naively expect, the harder the material the more prone it is to puckering; this trend is again the opposite of what happens in the wrinkling problem. In addition, and consistently with experimental observations, the critical wavenumber at the onset of bifurcation is considerably higher than the one corresponding to the wrinkling of a flange with similar geometric and material properties.
In view of the membrane approximation (adopted for the resulting simplicity in the formulation of the problem) only fairly weak curvatures of the resulting deformed shell can be investigated (h/R, < 0.02 here). Consequently, the effect of the punch angle $J is not found to be important.
The compressive hoop stresses in the unsupported wall of the deformed cup, which are responsible for the plastic instability, are adequately smaller than the maximal stresses which occur near the apex, and thus relatively unaffected by the changes in the transverse plastic anisotropy. Therefore only minor changes in the critical height are found for different plastic anisotropy ratios. Similar results were found for the laterally unconstrained wrinkling of a flat flange by TRIANTAFYLLIDIS and NEEDLEMAN (1980) . The phenomenological corner theory employed in these calculations is an attractive alternative to the simpler deformation theory models (usually employed in plastic stability calculations) in view of the large deviations of the prebifurcation solution from proportional loading. Calculations show significant influence of the (unfortunately experimentally nonverifiable) corner characteristics of the theory. The strong deviations from proportional loading are found to have an important stiffening effect in the material and thus the onset of plastic buckling occurs at values considerably higher than those predicted by simpler deformation theories. Although qualitatively correct, the quantitative predictions of the model should be regarded as suggestive. More complicated constitutive models can be used in this direction with considerable penalty, however, in the complexity of the calculations.
One such example might be a rate sensitive constitutive model in conjunction with a nonaxisymmetrically imperfect plate. A kinematically hardening nonaxisymmetrically imperfect plate is another possibility. Such modelizations appear to be the evident next step (in conjunction with some careful experiments) for the analysis of this problem, especially when the postbifurcation behaviour of the plate is also of interest.
